mounting bracket (part number: TM75) with the charging lead from
the conditioner draped over the passenger window into the car to
plug into the cigar lighter socket. The socket is permanently live
and is a very convenient place to connect the conditioner. The plug
has a small neon red light showing when it is live in the socket.
Wall mounting the Accumate with the plastic bracket provides a
convenient way of locating the conditioner and as an alternative the
bracket can be located to hang over the top edge of the side
window glass.

Wall mounting a battery conditioner
The general principle is to mount the unit in a safe, ventilated place
where any heat that might be generated in or around a conditioner
can be dissipated. Peter Spurrs feels a wall mounting is the
obvious place. Soft and flammable surfaces are to be avoided.
Some users secure the unit in a wooden or metal box which can
also be wall mounted.

Wall mounted bracket

Bracket on the side window

On visiting the Accumate website it appears the wall mounting
bracket is now a “discontinued product” however Peter Spurrs has
found another website which seems to offer plastic wall brackets.

CTEK wall mounting
CTEK offer a neat wall mounting bracket and the conditioner clips
neatly into the bracket. The bracket holds your MXS charger
securely and has a practical hook to keep your charger cables
stored neatly. Mounted at eye level, the various lights on the CTEK
conditioner are easily seen so the current state of the device can be
followed. See CTEK webpage

Accumate wall mounting
Dugald MacNeill has had his Accumate conditioner since 2017 and
has it mounted on the garage wall using the Accumate wall
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See Accumate’s fitting instructions for the wall bracket. More &
More plus guidance leaflet on using the conditioner
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